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'Disasterman' Talks with CBS about Response to Earthquake

Davis began teaching full-time at Dominican in 1994 in the Department of Psychology in Dominican's School of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences. He regularly teaches courses in social psychology, social influence, statistics and research, human sexuality, media psychology, and a specialty course called “Natural Disasters: Societal & Individual Reactions to Risk”. In 2011 he developed a course on the psychology of travel.

Davis, whose nickname on campus is “Disasterman”, has completed two large-scale research projects on public awareness of volcanic hazards in the vicinity of Mt. Vesuvius in Italy, as well as studies of risk perception for volcanic hazards at Mt. Rainier, Washington, and tsunami hazards along the northern California coast.

Most recently, Davis has been involved in research evaluating the psychological effects of participating in "Get Ready Marin" and CERT disaster preparedness training sessions in Marin County.

Davis earned his B.A. in psychology from the University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, his M.A. in experimental social psychology from the College of William and Mary, and his Ph.D. in social ecology from the University of California, Irvine.

Some of his recent presentations include:


CLICK HERE to watch an earlier KRON-TV (San Francisco) interview with Dr. Davis:
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